
Get Fuckd in theWildWest ™

Welcome to theWildWest. It took you a few years, but you finally convinced your partner to make the trek. You’ve
arrived at your destination and now it’s time to explore the frontier, learn new skills, find resources, and start a
family. The only problem? Living this far west of theMississippi comes with many dangers. Death is not uncommon in
these parts, and neither is famine, animal attacks, or getting held up at gunpoint. In order to survive, you must claim
land, build on it, process resources, expand your family, and hire labor to help with the tasks at hand. Don’t forget

you need to be quick on the draw. If not, you’ll end up being just another Boot Hill in these parts.
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This box contains

QRCode toRulebook

Character Pieces

Pioneers - 32 (8/ea symbol)

Laborers - 4 (Each has a different
tool design on it)

Sheriff - 1

Bandit - 1

Decks andCards

Event Deck - 70 Cards

Attacker Deck - 10 Cards

Defender Deck - 10 Cards

Prayer Deck - 10 Cards

Action/Turn Phase Cards - 4

Pioneer Point Card - 5

Diplomas - 13

Price List - 4

Land Tiles

Town Square - 7 tiles as one piece

Desert - 6

Canyon - 6

River - 6

Lake - 6

Death Valley - 6

Graveyard - 6

AbandonedMine - 6

Mountains - 7

Forest - 7

Pasture - 7

Field - 7

Tokens

Cattle - 30 (10 - 5x)

Lumber - 30 (10 - 5x)

Ore - 30 (10 - 5x)

Corn - 30 (10 - 5x)

Corn - 20 (10 - 5x)

Food - 60 (10 - 5x)

Bullets - 40 (10 - 6x)

Tool Tokens - 2 of each = 8 total

Horse Tokens - 4

Revolver Tokens - 4

Claim Stake Tokens - 6

Player Sets (Symbol Coded)

Farm Tokens - 3

Sawmill Tokens - 3

Ranch Tokens - 3

Mine Tokens - 3

Homestead Tokens - 3

Misc.

Hunting Bag - 1

Hunting Tokens - 10

Bills - 115

Bandit Hideout

Dice

1 D6

1 Resource Die

1 Player Die

1 Deadwood Die



Objective

Be the first to collect 20 Pioneer Points (or be the sole survivor in a non respawn game).

DeadwoodRule
If you cannot find a rule for a specific incident in this rulebook, just remember, this is theWildWest. Some rules are
created by you, the Pioneers who live here. Make something up on the spot and let us know!

● Upload your favorite made-up rules on Deadwood Games’ Discord andwe may even implement that rule in the
next printing of this game! (Discord link can be found on ourwebsite DeadwoodGames.com.)

Setup
● Place the Town Center Tile in the middle of the Playing Field.

○ Place the Sheriff character piece on the Jail Tile.
● Shuffle the Event Deck, Prayer Deck, and Shootout Decks, then place near the Playing Field.
● Place Pioneer Point Cards near the Playing Field.
● Place the Bandit Hideout on the edge of the Playing Field.

○ Place the Bandit character piece on square 21.
● Place the Diplomas near the edge of the Playing Field.
● Place dice near the Playing Field.
● Shuffle and set all the Land Tiles face down near the edge of the Playing Field.
● Place the Tool Tokens on the edge of the Playing Field.

○ 2-3 Players = 1 sets of Tool Tokens
○ 4 Players = 2 sets of Tool Tokens

● Place 2 more Claim Stake Tokens than the number of Players on the edge of the Playing Field.
● Set a Pricing Sheet and Action List/Turn Phase card in front of each Player.
● Set a Buy/Sell Price list card in front of each Player.
● Each Player chooses a set of game pieces:

○ Set the Pioneers (Numbered 1 and 2) on the General Store Tile.
○ Place your Building Tokens and remaining Pioneers (numbered 3-8) in front of you.

● Each Player starts the gamewith:
○ $20 worth of Bill Tokens
○ Six Food Tokens
○ One Revolver Token
○ One Bullet Token

● If inclined to do so, choose a Player to manage the Game’s Stockpile.
○ Place all excess Tokens, Bill Tokens, Laborer character pieces, and all the Resource Tokens near this

Player.
○ These piles are the Game’s Stockpile.

● Each Player rolls the numbered D6.
○ The Player who rolls the highest number takes their turn first and play proceeds clockwise.

OnYour Turn - the order of events
1) Feed each of your Pioneers in play one Food Token.
2) Roll the Deadwood Die.
3) Make two consecutive Actions per Pioneer.
4) Play as the Bandit.

OnYour Turn - Expanded



Feed Your Pioneer(s)
Each of your Pioneers, and your Horse if you purchase one, require one Food Token at the start of your turn to
prevent starvation. Food can either be purchased from the General Store Tile, Hunted for on any eligible Land Tile,
or bought/traded from other Players.

● Announce your Pioneers are being Fed.
● Place the Food Token(s) in the Game’s Stockpile.
● If you cannot Feed any number of your Pioneers in play, they are only allowed one Action during that turn.

○ Lay down unfed Pioneer(s) to signify they are only allowed one Action this turn.
● If you cannot Feed your Horse, immediately return it to the General Store.
● If a Pioneer is not fed in two consecutive turns, they instantly die and are removed from the Playing Field.
● Pioneers you create using the Expand Family Action must wait to use their two Actions until they are Fed on

your next turn then they become active Pioneers.
○ Pioneers obtained from a Prayer Card arrive on the Playing Field fully Fed, and are able to make their

two Actions during that turn.

Roll theDeadwoodDie
After feeding your Pioneers, you must roll this die to mosey things along. There are three results:
A - One of your Pioneers gains an extra Action.

This Action must be used this turn.
L - Place one Land Tile, chosen from the pile at random, adjacent to any tile in the playing field.
E - Draw the top Card from the Event Deck, then perform the consequence, if applicable.

● Most Cards affect only the Player who drew them.
● Some Event Cards affect every Player.

○ For example, “FLOOD…” and other disaster cards like this remove all related Resource Token(s) from
the Playing Field.

● Some Event Cards will have no effect.
○ For example, if the Event Card drawn states, “you break a Tool” and you don’t own that Tool, nothing

happens.
● If directed to “Gain” or “Lose” items, they are in relation to the Game’s Stockpile, unless specifically directed

to or from another location.
● If Bill Tokens are due to another Player, or the Game’s Stockpile, and you don’t have enough bill tokens you

may use a free Action to Sell or Auction anything you own to pay this debt immediately.
● If you cannot pay any Event Card fee in full, place one of your Pioneers in Jail.
● If you “Lose a Homestead”, you must remove both the Homestead Token and the number of Pioneers that

Homestead supported.
○ See Homestead Token in Glossary for details.

Actions
Every turn, each Pioneer that has been fed receives two Actions. They must perform their two Actions consecutively.
If a Pioneer has not been Fed, they receive one Action this turn. The available Actions are as follows:

● Move - Use this Action to advance your Pioneers.
○ Roll the numbered D6.

■ The number rolled indicates the number ofMovement Points you are allocated to use.
● You are not required to use all obtainedMovement Points. Movement Points not used

during this singleMove Action are forfeited.
Note - Owning a Horse doubles the number rolledwhen using aMove Action.

○ Advance your Pioneer the number ofMovement Points in any direction youwish, and are able.



■ Developed Land Tiles = oneMovement Point
● Town Center Tile - Each location is considered Developed.
● Any Land Tiles with a Building on top is considered Developed.

■ Undeveloped Land Tile = twoMovement Points
■ Canyons, Death Valley, and Collapsed AbandonedMines are Uncrossable by Pioneers.

Note - If your PioneerMoves through a Land Tile holding another Player’s Pioneer and their Claim Stake,
Building, or Homestead, that Player can take a Potshot at your Pioneer. (See Potshot rules.)

○ You may move off the edge of a Land Tile into an unexplored area. This also gives you a free Explore
Action and the Land Tile is placed underneath your Pioneer.

■ This Land Tile is chosen at random from the Game’s Stockpile by the Player making theMove
Action.

■ Once you have set the new Land Tile underneath your Pioneer, your Pioneer cannotMove any
furtherwithout using another Action.

■ If an Uncrossable Tile appears under your Pioneer, on your next turn or Action they may step
off this Tile in any direction but may never cross the Tile again.

Note - If your turn ends with any of your Pioneers on a Land Tile that hosts another Player’s Building,
your Pioneers are in Danger of being arrested by the Sheriff!

● Explore - Use this Action to set a new Land Tile on the Playing Field.
○ This Action can only be usedwhen the Pioneer making this Action is on a Land Tile with an adjacent

open space available for a new Land Tile to be placed.
○ The new Land Tile must be placed adjacent to the one your Pioneer making this Action is located on.
○ If the Pioneer using this Action holds the LandManagement Diploma, they may reveal an additional

adjacent Land Tile, if space permits.
Note - Owning a Horse allows you to discover two Land Tiles when using this Action, but only if there
are two adjacent spaces available to the Pioneer making the Action.

● Buy - Use this Action to purchase items from the General Store Tile, Tools from the Blacksmith Tile, or
Pioneer Points from the Bank Tile.

○ Items bought on the Price List require the Pioneer making the Action be on the General Store Tile,
Blacksmith Tile, or Bank Tile respectively.

■ If using a Buy Action on the General Store, and a Player owns the Business Diploma, pay that
Player $1.

● Only Pay $1 per Buy Action used.
○ There is no limit on the number of different items you can purchase per Action, as long as you have

enough Bill Tokens to cover the cost.
■ Players cannot buy more items than available game pieces.
■ A Player cannot ownmore than 1 of each type of Tool, Revolver, or Horse.

○ Pay the cost to the Game's Stockpile or the appropriate Diploma holder.
● Sell - Use this Action to exchange items for Bill Tokens.

○ Items sold on the Price List require the Pioneer making the Action to be on the General Store Tile.
■ If the Pioneer making the sale has the Business Diploma, items can be sold from any location
in the Playing Field.

○ Bill Tokens given to the Player making this Action come from the Game’s Stockpile.
○ There is no limit on the number or variety of items that can be sold using a single Sell Action.
○ Buildings can be sold back to the General Store.

■ After receiving payment from the Game’s Stockpile you must flip the Building Token upside
down to indicate it is out of play and cannot be used again.



■ That Building Token must remain on its current Land Tile.
■ You also lose the two Pioneer Points the Building Tokenwasworth.

● Trade - Use this Action to swap anythingwith another Player that agrees to the terms.
○ Involved Player’s Pioneers do not need to be on the same Land Tile to make a Trade.

● Auction - Use this Action to sell anything to the highest bidding Player.
○ Involved Player’s Pioneers do not need to be on the same Land Tile to make an Auction sale.
○ Negotiate the cost with any interested Players.

■ When selling a Building, thewinning Player places their Building Token on top of yours.
● Selling Player can no longer use the Building Token sold in this Auction.
● Two Pioneer Points are removed from selling Player’s total.
● Auctionwinning Player adds two Pioneer Points to their total.

● Stake Claim - Use this Action to assert your right to Build on a Developable Land Tile.
Note - You do not need to purchase Claim Stake Tokens from the General Store.

○ Your Pioneer making this Action must be on the Land Tile youwould like to Stake a Claim on.
○ This Action can only be made if a Claim Stake Token is available in the Game’s Stockpile.
○ Pay the $2 fee to the Game’s Stockpile.

■ If a different Player’s Pioneer has the LandManagement Diploma, pay the fee to that Player
instead.

○ Place the Claim Stake Token under your Pioneer.
■ This Action must occur before a Building or Homestead Token can be placed on a Developable
Land Tile.

■ You are not required to Build within a certain amount of time of Staking a Claim.
○ Once a Building Token has been paid for, and placed on the Land Tile that holds the Claim Stake

Token,return the Claim Stake Token to the Game’s Stockpile.
● Build - Use this Action to place a Building Token on a Developable Land Tile that holds a Claim Stake Token.

○ Your Pioneer making this Action must be on the Land Tile that has your Claim Stake Token placed on
it.

○ Pay required cost found on Pricing Sheet to the Game’s Stockpile.
○ If the Building Token you are building is a Ranch, Farm, Mine, or Sawmill:

■ Roll the Resource Die.
■ Place that number of corresponding Resource Tokens on top of the Building Token.

● CornTokens are placed on top of Farm Tokens.
● Cattle Tokens are placed on top of Ranch Tokens.
● Ore Tokens are placed on top ofMine Tokens.
● Lumber Tokens are placed on top of Sawmill Tokens.

○ Second and Third Homestead Tokens can only be built on adjacent Developable Land Tiles.
■ If no Developable Land Tiles are conjoining your 1st Built Homestead, no additional
Homesteads can be Built.

○ You can only build one Building Token per Land Tile and you cannot move a Building Token once built.
● Hunt - Use this Action to find a source for Food in thewild.

○ Your Pioneer making this Action must be onHuntable Land.
○ You must have a Revolver and at least one Bullet in your inventory to be able to make this Action.
○ Without looking, draw one Animal Token from the Hunting Bag.
○ Place the Animal Token in front of you.
○ You now choose whether to Hunt this Animal, or run away.
○ If you choose to try to hunt this Animal for Food:



■ Place one of your Bullet Tokens in the Game’s Stockpile.
■ Roll the numbered D6.
■ If the number rolled is equal to, or higher than, the number found on the Animal Token, you
successfully hunted the Animal.

■ You collect Food Tokens equal to the number shown on the Animal Token from the Game’s
Stockpile.
Note - After a third unsuccessful roll, the animal becomes startled and runs away.

○ Place Animal Token back into the Hunting Bag.
○ If at any moment you choose to run away fromHunting the Animal:

■ Simply return the Animal Token to the Hunting Bag.
■ This results in the end of this Action. You may choose to use the Hunt Action again, but only
if This Pioneer has additional Actions available, and you have Bullets in your inventory.

● Process Resource - Use this Action to obtain Resource Tokens from the Playing Field.
○ Your Pioneer or hired Labor must be on a Land Tile that has both a Building Token and Resource

Token(s).
■ You are able to use this Action on another Player’s Building Tokenwith Resources, but only if
the Player has left their Resource Token pile unattended.

○ You must own the appropriate Tool before you can use this Action.
■ Pickaxe - Allows for resources to be processed from aMine.
■ Scythe - Allows for resources to be processed from a Farm.
■ Ax - Allows for resources to be processed from a Sawmill.
■ Cleaver - Allows for resources to be processed from a Ranch.

○ One spent Actionwill result in a single Resource Token obtained and placed in your inventory.
■ Double/Triple yourResources - If you have hired a Laborer and they are placed on the same
Land Tile as your Pioneer making this Action, and/or you have the appropriate Diploma, you
gain a second (or a third) Resource Token from the Game’s Stockpile only AS you Process each
Resource.

○ Hired labor always owns a tool, and may process resources alone orwith any properly equipped
player.

● Pray - Use this Action to draw from a single card from the Prayer Deck
Note - If you hold less than $5, or only 1 Resource Token, your Pray Action is free (no cost).

○ Your Pioneer making this Action must be located on the Church Tile.
■ If your Pioneer has the Theology Diploma you may use this Action from any location.

○ Pay the $2 fee to the Game's Stockpile.
■ If a different Player’s Pioneer has the Theology Diploma, the fee goes to that Pioneer’s Player
instead.

○ If you so choose, Shuffle the Prayer Deck.
○ Draw the top card from the Prayer Deck.
○ Prayer Cards must be used during the turn they are obtained.
○ Return the Prayer Card to the Prayer Deck after use or before your turn ends.

● Expand Family - Use this Action to place a new Pioneer onto the Playing Field from your inventory.
○ In order to use the Expand Family Action, two Pioneers must be placed together on any of your

Homestead Tokens.
■ This Action counts as a single Action made by just one of your Pioneers.
■ This Action can only be used once per Player’s turn.
■ You must have the appropriate number of Homesteads Built before Expanding your Family:



● NoHomesteads = Supports up to two Pioneers.
● OneHomestead = Supports up to three Pioneers total. (+1 Pioneer)
● TwoHomesteads = Supports up to five Pioneers total. (+2 Pioneers)
● Three Homesteads = Supports up to eight Pioneers total. (+3 Pioneers)

■ Lay the new Pioneer on its back on the Homestead this Actionwas used at.
■ The new Pioneer cannot make their first Actions until they have been fed on your next turn.

● Once they have been fed, place them on their feet.
● Gamble - Use this Action to significantly increase, or decrease, yourwealth.

○ The Pioneer using this Action must be on the Saloon Tile.
■ If your Pioneer has the Bartending Diploma, they can Gamble from any location.

○ Place the number of Bill Tokens or Resources Tokens that you are wagering on the Playing Field.
○ Choose one of the symbols found on the Player Die, then roll this Die.
○ If the chosen symbol lands face up, win the corresponding value of thewager from the Game’s

Stockpile.
■ Bandit - 3:1 payout three bills or resources for every onewagered
■ Bottle, Bag, Hat, or Boot - 6:1 payout six bills or resources for every onewagered

○ If you lose, yourwagered Bill Tokens or Resource Tokens are placed in the Game’s Stockpile.
● Dispute Claim - Use this Action to try to take ownership of another Player’s claimed Land Tile, or to take

ownership of a Player’s Building or Homestead Tokenwho has quit orwas eliminated from the game.
○ Player’s Claim Stake Token (who is still in the game):

■ The Player’s Pioneer making this Action must be on the Land Tile that has your opponent’s
Claim Stake Token.

■ It is up to the current Claim Stake Token’s Owner to choose what happens next:
● Come to an agreement to relinquish ownership.
● Shootout (the winner owns the Claim Stake Token)

Player’s Claim Stake or Building Tokenwho has quit or been eliminated from the game:
■ The Pioneer making this Action must be on the Land Tile that has your fallen opponent’s
Building.

■ The Player making this Action must have an available matching Building Token in their
inventory.

■ Swap their Tokenwith your Token.
● Any remaining Resource Tokens that were on this Building Token remain.
● Do not roll for (additional) Resource Token(s).

● ObtainDiploma - Use this Action to educate your Pioneer, giving them a useful skill set.
○ Your Pioneer making this Action must be on the School Tile.
○ pay $4 to the Game's Stockpile.

■ If a Player’s Pioneer holds the Education Diploma, pay the fee to that Player instead.
■ If another one of your Pioneer’s owns the Education Diploma, you may use one Resource
Token as payment instead.

○ Choose one of the Diplomas in the Game’s Stockpile, then place it in your inventory.
■ Place the corresponding DiplomaMarker peg into the Diploma to showwhich numbered
Pioneer has this skill set.

○ Only this Pioneer can now use this skill set at the appropriate time(s).
○ Each Pioneer can only hold one Diploma at a time.

■ There is no Diploma swapping between Players or Pioneers.
■ You can surrender a Diploma.



● First, move to the School Tile.
● Place the unwanted Diploma back into the Games Stockpile.

○ You do not gain any Bill Tokens when surrendering a Diploma.
● Use the Obtain Diploma Action to Buy a newDiploma.

○ If your Pioneer dies during the game, the Diploma attached to that Pioneer goes back to the Game’s
Stockpile.

● Jailbreak theBandit - Use this Action to bring the Bandit back into play from Jail.
○ Your Pioneer making this Action must be located on the Jail Tile.
○ Remove the Bandit from the Jail Tile and place it on the Saloon Tile.
○ the Bandit will not attack during a jailbreak

● Hire theBandit - Use this Action to send the Bandit to steal a Player’s Resource Token(s), attempt to rob a
Player, attempt to Kill a Pioneer, or attempt to kill the Sheriff.

○ This Action can only be used once the Bandit has entered Town (from the Bandit Hideout) and is
currently not in jail.

○ Pay $3 and place these Bill Tokens on the Bandit’s Hideout.
○ Choose one:

○ Steal Resource Tokens:
■ This Action can only be used if the targeted Player has Resource Tokens on a Building
Token on a Land Tile.

■ The Bandit is now “on the job”.
● Players do not “Play as the Bandit” at the end of their turn until the Bandit is

no longer “on the job”.
● the Bandit will not engage any Pioneers while “on the job”.

■ Choose a specific Building Token loadedwith the Resource Tokens you to steal, and
place the Bandit on this Building Token

■ The hiring Player may now allocate any remaining Pioneers’ Actions to have the
Bandit steal Resource Tokens.

● Only one Resource Token can be stolen per Action used (similar to process
resources).

○ Diploma skills or Laborers do not apply when the Bandit is stealing.
● As aResource Token is stolen, it is placed off to the side in limbo.

■ If you are the Player that has been targeted, you have four options to choose from
during your next turn:

● Ignore the Bandit and let the stealing occur uninterrupted.
● Try to kill the Bandit in a Shootout with one of your Pioneers.

○ You must have a Revolver, at least one bullet, and a Pioneer on the
same Land Tile as the Bandit before this can occur.

● Hire the Sheriff to arrest or attempt to kill the Bandit.
● Re-Hire the Bandit to steal a different Player’s Resource Tokens.

○ Any Resource Tokens currently in limbo are surrendered to the
Player whoHired the Bandit.

■ The Bandit remains at this location until one of the following resolutions occur:
● All Resources Tokens have been depleted and placed in limbo.

○ Hiring Player acquires any stolen Resource Tokens that were placed
in limbo.

● The Bandit is hired by another Player.



○ Initial Hiring Player acquires any stolen Resource Tokens that were
placed in limbo.

● The Bandit is Killed in a Shootout and respawned on the Bandit’s Hideout.
○ Any Resources Tokens that were placed in limbo are now collected by

the Player they were stolen from. (not returned to the play field)
● The Bandit is Arrested and placed on the Jail Tile.

○ Any Resources Tokens that were placed in limbo are now collected by
the Player they were stolen from. (not returned to the play field)

○ Attempt to rob a Player:
■ Place the Bandit on the same Land Tile as the targeted Player’s Pioneer.
■ Announcewhether the Bandit is attempting to steal Food, Bills, 1 Tool, a Revolver, or
a Horse Token.

○ You cannot steal Resource Tokens from a Player’s Inventory.
■ If targeted Player surrenders to the robbery, hiring Player rolls the D6 if Food or
Bill tokens were chosen. If a Tool, a Revolver, or a Horse Tokenwere announced, take
the single Token.
Note - TheMetallurgy Diploma Holder gets a set of Tools which cannot be stolen.

■ If the targeted Player does not surrender, proceed to the Holdup rules.
○ Attempt to kill a Player’s Pioneer:

■ Place the Bandit on the same Land Tile as the targeted Player’s Pioneer.
■ Start the Shootout process.

○ Attempt to kill the Sheriff:
■ Place the Bandit on the same Land Tile as the Sheriff piece.
■ Start the Shootout process.

○ After Resolution occurs, resume “Play as the Bandit” rolls at the end of each Player’s turn.
○ If the Bandit is Re-Hiredwhile already “on the job”, this resets the Bandit. Return to the beginning of

this section - Hire theBandit.
● Hire the Sheriff - Use this Action to block the Bandit’s access to your property, arrest the Bandit on your

property, arrest any other Pioneer on your property, release prisoners, or attempt to kill the Bandit.
○ pay $3 to the Game's Stockpile.

■ If a Player’s Pioneer holds the Law Enforcement Diploma, pay the fee to that Player instead.
○ Block Bandit’s Access to your property:

■ Move Sheriff to the desired Land Tile to block the Bandit from entering your property.
○ Arrest:

■ the Bandit:
● Place the Sheriff on the Land Tile the Bandit is located on.
● The Bandit surrenders and goes to Jail.

■ Another Player’s Pioneer:
● This Action can only occurwhen another Player’s Pioneer is on a Land Tile that holds

the Hiring Player’s Building Token.
● Place the Sheriff on this Land Tile.
● Pioneer’s Player can choose one option:

○ surrender peacefully and accompany the Sheriff to jail.
○ Shootout commences. (See Shootout Rules)

○ Release a Prisoner:
■ Place the Sheriff on the Jail Tile.



■ Place the released Pioneer on the General Store Tile or:
■ Place the released Bandit on the Saloon Tile.
■ The released Pioneer or Bandit resumes normal play.

○ attempt to kill the Bandit:
■ Place the Sheriff on the Land Tile the Bandit is located on.
■ Shootout commences. (See Shootout Rules)

● Hire a Laborer - Use this Action to help your Pioneers Process Resources, doubling the Resource Tokens
Processed.

○ You must have a Pioneer located on a Building Token you own, alongwith Resource Tokens available
to Process.

■ You cannot Hire a Laborer for a Building Token that does not have Resource Tokens available
to process.

○ Pay the $3 fee to the Game's Stockpile.
■ If a Player’s Pioneer has the Diploma that relates to a Laborer’s field, pay the fee to that
Player instead.

○ place the Laborer directly on your Building Token that holds Resource Tokens.
○ Laborer remains until one of the following occurs:

■ all Resource Tokens from this location have been Processed.
● The Laborer is returned off the Playing Field.

■ The Laborer is Hired away by another player.
○ You can only hire Laborers from the related field.

■ Mines can only hire theMiner.
■ Farms can only hire the Farmer.
■ Ranches can only hire the Rancher.
■ Sawmills can only hire the Lumberjack.

Play as theBandit
● The Bandit starts the game on square 21 of the Bandit Hideout.
● At the end of each Player’s turn they “Play as the Bandit”. they roll both the Player and numbered D6 dice.

○ The number rolled determines the number ofMovement Points the Bandit has.
■ One number to the next on the Bandit Hideout equates to oneMovement Point.
■ The Bandit always uses oneMovement Point per Land Tile, regardless of if Developed or not.
■ The Bandit cannot cross Uncrossable Land Tiles.

○ The symbol rolled determines the Bandit’s direction.
■ If the Bottle, Bag, Hat, or Boot is rolled, the symbol’s Player’s Pioneers are targeted for the
Bandit’s movement.

■ The Bandit always moves in the most direct path towards the closest targeted Player’s
Pioneer.

■ If the Bandit doesn’t reach its target with this roll, it simply stops on the last Land Tile it
uses aMovement Point on.

■ If black is rolled, the Bandit travels towards the Saloon Tile using the most direct route.
● If the Bandit lands on the Saloon Tile, the Bandit buys a drink.

○ $2 is moved from the Bandits’ Hideout to the Game’s Stockpile.
■ If a Pioneer has the bartending Diploma, the $2 is given to that
Pioneer’s Player.



● That Player may choose to immediately Gamble the $2 from the
Bandit.

○ If the Bandit is already located on the Saloon Tile and the Bandit symbol is
rolled, the Bandit stays there and buys another drink.

○ If the Bandit has no Bill Tokens, nothing happens.
■ If the Bandit reaches a targeted Pioneer or the Saloon Tile, remainingMovement Points are
forfeited.

○ The Bandit can never stop on, or pass through, a Tile containing the Sheriff or a Pioneer with the
Law Enforcement Diploma.

■ If the Sheriff is on the only Land Tile between the Bandit and its targeted Pioneers, the
Bandit stops on the closest Land Tile possible, without being on the same Land Tile as the
Sheriff.

● Once the Bandit reaches the end of the Bandit Hideout (space # 1), it moves to the Saloon Tile and continues
towards the targeted Player’s Pioneer.

● When the Bandit reaches a Land Tile with a targeted Player’s Pioneer on it, the Bandit stops moving and
instantly starts the Holdup process.

● If more than one symbol of Pioneers occupy the same Land Tile as the Bandit, the Bandit will Holdup all
Pioneers startingwith the targeted Player’s Pioneers, then following the Player turn order.

○ If the Bandit dies during this multi-Pioneer process, no one else gets robbed.
● If a Player’s turn ends with their Pioneer on the same Land Tile as the Bandit, regardless of if they were

targeted or not, the Holdup process begins.
● If the Bandit is “on the job”, do not “Play as the Bandit” until the Bandit is no longer “on the job”.
● If the Bandit is in Jail:

○ The Bandit cannot be hired.
○ Each Player still rolls the numbered D6 at the end of their turn.
○ If a six is rolled, the Bandit escapes Jail and is placed on the Saloon Tile. Normal Bandit play resumes.

TheHoldup
● The Confrontation -When the Bandit reaches a targeted Player’s Pioneer the Player may choose one of the

following options:
○ Attempt to stop the Robbery:

■ See Shootout rules.
○ Player Chooses to be Robbed:

■ Roll the numbered D6.
■ This roll determines the number of Bill Tokens the Bandit steals from the robbed Player.
■ Place the stolen Bill Tokens on the Bandit’s Hideout.
■ If the number rolled is higher than the amount of Bill Tokens the Player has in their

inventory, all their Bill Tokens are stolen.
■ The Bandit can only take Bill Tokens during a Holdup.

○ No Bill Tokens to lose:
■ If the robbed Player has no Bill Tokens, nothing happens and play resumes.

● The Retreat - the bandit will retreat only if it has acquired some “loot”. The looted Player rolls the
numbered D6 and moves the Bandit away in any direction.

○ The Bandit cannot Holdup any other Pioneers during this retreat, even if it ends on an occupied tile.

Shootout rules
● Each participating Player must own a Revolver and have one Bullet Token.



○ Each Player places one Bullet Token in the Game’s Stockpile.
○ The Bandit and Sheriff have infinite Ammo and do not require Bullet Tokens.

● Grab the correct Shootout Decks.
○ The defending Player gets the Defender Deck.
○ The aggressor Player gets the Attacker Deck.
○ The Player dueling for the Bandit always uses the Attacker Deck.
○ The Player dueling for the Sheriff always uses the Defender Deck.

● Players trade decks and shuffle their opponents’ deck.
● Once the correct decks are back in the Player’s hands, they may opt to “cut” their deck once.
● Both players synchronize a countdown from three to one:

○ Yell Draw!
○ flip your cards over one at a time, as fast as you can (flipping each card face forward towards the

Playing Field).
○ The Player’s flipping hand must touch the table before the next card can be drawn.

● The first Player to reveal a Hit Card, and shout “HIT!”, wins the Shootout.
○ If all Players agree it is too close to call a winner, the Shootout is replayed for free.

ShootoutResults
○ Player vs. Player Shootout

■ If the defending Player wins, the aggressor’s Pioneer involved in the Shootout dies and is
removed from play.

■ If the aggressor Player wins, the defending’s Pioneer involved in the Shootout dies and is
removed from play.

■ Loot theBody - At thewinning Player’s discretion, they may roll the numbered D6 and take
that many Bill Tokens from the losing Player.

○ Bandit vs. Player Shootout
■ If the Bandit wins, the Player’s Pioneer dies and is removed from play.

● The Bandit is placed on the Saloon Tile to hide from the Sheriff.
● Normal “Play as the Bandit” resumes.

■ If the Player wins, the Bandit is killed.
● Thewinning Player loots the Bandit’s Hideout.
● the Bandit respawns on square 21 of the Bandit’s Hideout and “Play as the Bandit”

process resumes normally.
○ Sheriff vs. Player Shootout

■ If the Player wins, the Sheriff respawns back on the Jail Tile.
● The Sheriff is not available until the next Player’s turn.

■ If the Sheriff wins, the Player’s Pioneer is Arrested.
● Place this Pioneer on the Jail Tile.
● Losing Player forfeits any stolen Resources and $5 to the Player who hired the

Sheriff.
● This Pioneer remains there until they are Jailbroken or released from Jail.

○ Bandit vs. Sheriff Shootout
■ If the Bandit wins, the Sheriff respawns back on the Jail Tile.

● The Sheriff is not available until the next Player’s turn.
■ If the Sheriff wins, the Bandit is killed.



● Respawn the Bandit on square 21 of the Bandit’s Hideout and “Play as the Bandit”
process resumes normally.

● All items found in the Bandit’s Hideout go to the player who hired the sheriff.

Land Tiles
● Developable andHuntable Land - Pioneers can Build, Hunt, andMove across these Land Tiles.

○ Forest
■ Sawmills andHomesteads can be Built on this Tile.

○ Mountain (and AbandonedMine, not collapsed)
■ Mines andHomesteads can be Built on this Tile.

○ Pasture
■ Ranches andHomesteads can be Built on this Tile.

○ Field
■ Farms andHomesteads can be Built on this Tile.

○ Desert
■ Only Homesteads can be Built on this Tile.

○ Lake
■ Only Homesteads can be Built on this Tile.

○ River
■ Only Homesteads can be Built on this Tile.

● Undevelopable andNotHuntable Land - Pioneers cannot Build or Hunt on these Land Tiles, but canMove
across them.

○ Graveyard
● Uncrossable Land - Pioneers cannot Build, Hunt, or useMove Actions on these Tiles.

○ Canyon
○ Death Valley
○ CollapsedMine

● AbandonedMine - The Player who discovers this Land Tile must proceedwith the following:
○ Choose Odd or even.
○ Roll the numbered D6.

■ If guessed correctly, the Tile is salvaged and considered an AbandonedMine (see above for
Land Tile rules).

■ Mines andHomesteads can be built on this Tile.
○ If unsuccessful, theMine has become a CollapsedMine.

■ Place the CollapsedMine Token on top of this AbandonedMine Tile.
■ This Land Tile is nowUncrossable Land.

Diplomas
Agriculture -Allows your Pioneer to become a Farmer.

● Double the production of Cornwhen this Pioneer uses the Process a Resource Action. You gain a second
Resource Token from the Game’s Stockpile AS you Process a Corn Resource Token.

● When a Player Hires the Farmer Laborer character to help Process Corn, you collect their $3 fee.
● Allows you to Hire the Farmer Laborer for free.

Bartending -Allows your Pioneer to become the Saloon Bartender.
● This skill set allows you to use the Gamble Action from any location.
● paid $2 every time the Bandit lands on the Saloon Tile. (The Bandit must have money in their Hideout to

collect this fee.)



● The Bartender may also immediately use a free Gamble Actionwith the Bandit’s $2 when they buy a drink.
○ Select odd or even, then roll the numbered D6.
○ If correct, collect $2 from the Bandit and $2 from the Game’s Stockpile.
○ If incorrect, do not collect $2 from the Bandit’s Hideout.

Bovine Sciences -Allows your Pioneer to become a Rancher.
● Double the production of Cattle when this Pioneer uses the Process a Resource Action. You gain a second

Resource Token from the Game’s Stockpile AS you Process a Cattle Resource Token.
● When a Player Hires the Rancher Laborer character to help Process Cattle, you collect their $3 fee.
● Allows you to Hire the Rancher Laborer for free.

Business -Allows your Pioneer to become the general manager of the General Store.
● This skill set allows this Pioneer to Buy and Sell General Store related items from any Land Tile.
● When another Player uses a Buy Action at the General Store, you collect a $1 fee.

Education -Allows your Pioneer to become the Town’s Teacher.
● When a Player Obtains a Diploma, you collect the $4 fee.
● Allows your Pioneers to Obtain a Diploma from any Land Tile.
● Allows your Pioneers to pay with 1 Resource Token instead of the $4 fee, if desired.

Finance -Allows your Pioneer to become the Town Banker.
● Allows this Pioneer to buy Pioneer Points from any location.
● When another Player purchases a Pioneer Point from the Bank Tile, you collect $4 of the fee.
● This Pioneer can use 8 Resource Tokens instead of $40 worth of Bill Tokens to make this purchase.

Forestry -Allows your Pioneer to become a Lumberjack.
● double the production of Lumberwhen this Pioneer uses the Process a Resource Action. You gain a second

Resource Token from the Game’s Stockpile AS you Process a Lumber Resource Token.
● When a Player Hires the Lumberjack Laborer character to help Process Lumber, you collect their $3 fee.
● Allows you to Hire the Lumberjack Laborer for free.

LandManagement -Allows your Pioneer to become the Town’s LandManager.
● When this Pioneer makes an Explore Action, they are allowed to reveal two adjacent Land Tiles, if space

permits.
● You collect the $2 fee paid when another Player uses the Stake Claim Action.
● This Pioneer can Stake a Claim for free.

LawEnforcement -Allows your Pioneer to become a Deputy of the Town.
● Prevent the Bandit from ever being on, or crossing over, the same Land Tile as this pioneer.
● The bandit cannot steal from this pioneer.
● When a Player Hires the Sheriff character you collect their $3 fee.
● Allows you to Hire the Sheriff for free.

Metallurgy -Allows your Pioneer to become the Town’s Blacksmith.
● Free Set of tools - This Diploma acts as a full set of Tool Tokens, allowing this Pioneer to Process Resources

of any type.
○ These Tools cannot be Lost, Stolen, or Sold.

● When a Player Buys a Tool Token, you collect their $3 fee.
Mining Engineer -Allows your Pioneer to become aMiner.

● double the production of Orewhen this Pioneer uses the Process a Resource Action. You gain a second
Resource Token from the Game’s Stockpile AS you Process an Ore Resource Token.

● When a Player Hires theMiner Laborer character to help Process Ore, you collect their $3 fee.
● Allows you to Hire theMiner Laborer for free.

Prostitution -Allows this Pioneer to become the townwhore.



● This Pioneer is able to make the Expand Family Action from any Land Tile.
○ This Player must still have a second Pioneer on the same Land Tile as this one.

● When the Player Die is rolled and land’s on this Pioneer’s symbol, the Bandit is directed towards this
Pioneer.

○ If the Bandit lands on the Land Tile as this Pioneer, the Bandit gives this Pioneer’s Player up to $5
from the Bandit’s Hideout instead of robbing them, if there are enough Bill Tokens available.

○ A retreat roll occurs when appropriate.
● This Pioneer can Spread Syphilis from any Tile.

○ See Spread Syphilis in the Glossary for details.
Theology -Allows your Pioneer to become the Town’s Preacher.

● Instantly gain a second fed Pioneer if you have only one Pioneer remaining on the Playing Field.
● Allows you to use the Pray Action from any location for free.
● You collect the $2 Prayer fee when other Players use the Pray Action.

Jailed Pioneer
If your Pioneer has been arrested and placed in Jail:

● If a Pioneer holds the Law Enforcement Diploma, they lose this Diplomawhen arrested.
● Once per turn, roll a 1 or 6 to get out of Jail.

○ If successful, your Pioneer resumes normal Play from the Jail Tile.
○ If unsuccessful, your Pioneer remains in Jail.

Death
If a Pioneer dies, remove that Pioneer from the Playing Field.

● If they had a Diploma, it is returned to the Game’s Stockpile and is available for another Pioneer to Obtain.
Players can replace any deceased Pioneers by:

● Using the Expand Family Action.
● Using the Pray Action and revealing an “Obtain a Pioneer” Prayer Card.
● Make an offer to another Player to buy one of their Pioneers. (Replace their Pioneer with a Pioneer of your

symbol.)

Losing orQuitting
If a Player quits, or all of a Player’s Pioneers die, they have lost and are out of the game.

● All Claim Stake, Building, andHomestead Tokens remain on the board and are not sold or instantly acquired
by the other Players.

● All Bill Tokens currently in this Player’s inventory are placed on the Bandit’s Hideout.
● Other Players may now cross This Player’s developed Land Tile without consequence.
● If there are any remaining Resource Tokens left behind on the deceased Player’s Building(s), a Player must

first Claim this Player’s Building Token before they can Process Resources.

Respawnor Late Entry (Optional)
If active players agree, the losing or late entry player may respawn/spawn in a Game already in session, simply follow
these instructions.

● Remove all pieces related to the (new) Player’s corresponding symbol from the Playing Field.
○ Set the Pioneers (Numbered 1 and 2) on the General Store Tile.
○ Place Building Tokens and remaining Pioneers (numbered 3-6) in front of this Player.

● Set a Pricing Sheet/Action List/Event Order in front of this Player.
● Place the following items in front of this Player:

○ $20 worth of Bill Tokens



○ Six Food Tokens
○ One Revolver Token
○ One Bullet Token

● Do not shuffle any Decks.
● This Player’s first turn is taken in respect to their seating location and the current turn order.

Potshot
This reactionary Action may occurwhen another Player’s Pioneer uses aMove Action through a Land Tile that holds
one of your Pioneers and/or your Claim Stake Token, Building Token, or Homestead Token.

● When this occurs, you must immediately call out “Potshot”.
○ You have until the current Player performs their final Action, before they roll for “Play as the

Bandit” to make this call.
● Shuffle the Attacker Deck.
● Trespassing Player may choose to cut the deck once.
● Flip the top card over.
● If a miss card appears, nothing happens.
● If a hit card appears, trespassing Player’s Pioneer dies and is removed from play.

Targeted
If at any moment during the game a Player is caught having 5 or more Pioneer Points than the next leading Player,
they become the Targeted Player.

● This rule can only affect a Player currently in 1st place.
● Players cease rolling the Player Die during the “Play as the Bandit” phase of their turn.
● Bandit movement is only directed towards this Targeted Player’s Pioneers(s).
● As soon as there is no longer a 5 Pioneer Point separation, the Targeted Player must state so, then normal

Bandit play resumes.

HowtoWin
Winning is determined by the first Player to reach 20 Points, or have the last Pioneer standing (i.e. every other
Player’s Pioneers have been killed.).

● Players' Pioneers on the Playing Field are worth 1 Pioneer Point each.
● Building andHomestead Tokens on the Playing Field play are worth 2 Pioneer Points each.
● Diplomas obtained are worth 1 Pioneer Point each.

Glossary

Bandit
At the beginning of the game, place this character piece on square 21 of the Bandit’s Hideout. This character aims to
steal resources, and rob/kill other characters.

BanditHideout
The Hideout Piece is placed on the edge of the Playing Field. The Hideout portion of this piece holds the Bill Tokens
the Bandit acquires during robberies. The Countdown portion is used as a way for the Bandit to travel slowly into
town to allow time for Players to build assets and gain supplies.

Bill Token
These Tokens signify monetary value. Bills can be used for anything on the Pricing List.

Building Token - 2 Pioneer Points each



These Tokens signify a Ranch, Farm, Mine, or Sawmill. These Tokens can only be Built on specific Developable Land
Tiles. These Tokens can only be purchasedwhen your Pioneer is located on a Land Tile with a Claim Stake for $3.

Bullet Token
These Tokens signify the amount of ammo you own, and the number of shots you can take.When you take a shot with
your Revolver, return one Bullet Token to the Game’s Stockpile.

Claim Stake Token
This Token is used to declare ownership of a Land Tile. A Claim Stake Token must be placed on a Lind Tile before any
Building Tokens can be Built. This token can be purchased from anywhere on the Playing Field for $2.

● The number of Claim Stake Tokens available is equal to 2 more than the number of Players.
○ 2 Players = 4 Claim Stake Tokens
○ 3 Players = 5 Claim Stake Tokens
○ 4 Players = 6 Claim Stake Tokens

DeadwoodDie
This die helps advance the game along in a timely manner See Roll theDeadwoodDie for specifics. its results could be
beneficial, or costly.

Diploma - 1 Pioneer Point each
The Diplomas signify a Pioneers’ expertise in a field of study, and a resulting buff. Only one Diploma can be obtained
per Pioneer. Diplomas are purchased from the School Tile for $4.

EventDeck
This deck is drawn from if the Deadwood Die lands on E. Their effects will cause positive or negative results.

Food Token
These Tokens signify the amount of Food you own. One Food Token is used to feed one Pioneer at the beginning of
each of your turns.

Game’s Stockpile
This area on the Playing Field is where excess inventory, that is unowned by any Player, is placed. Generally, one
Player is designated to manage the Stockpile, but it is not necessary.

Homestead Token - 2 Pioneer Points each
These Tokens determine the allowable Family expansion per player.

● NoHomesteads = Supports up to two Pioneers.
● OneHomestead = Supports up to three Pioneers total. (+1 Pioneer)
● TwoHomesteads = Supports up to five Pioneers total. (+2 Pioneers)
● Three Homesteads = Supports up to eight Pioneers total. (+3 Pioneers)

Horse Token
This Token allows you to double yourMovement Points on aMove Action.You must feed your Horse at the start of
every turn. If you do not feed your Horse, it is returned to the General Store immediately. This token can be bought
from the General Store for $4. This Token can be sold to the General Store for $2.

Laborers
These character pieces are used to represent hired help. They allow for additional processed resources to be
acquired based on their specific designation.



Land Tile
These Tiles help expand the Playing Field. Each type of Tile determines what kind of Actions are available to use on
them. See Land Tiles section for more information.

Loot theBody
This occurs after a Player versus Player Shootout. At thewinning Player’s discretion, they may roll the numbered D6
and take that many Bill Tokens from the losing Player.

Movement Point
The distance a Pioneer can travel on the Playing Field.

Developed Land Tiles = oneMovement Point
● Town Center Tile - Each location is considered Developed.
● Any Land Tiles with a Building on top is considered Developed

■ Undeveloped Land Tile = twoMovement Points
■ Canyons, Death Valley, and Collapsed AbandonedMines are Uncrossable by Pioneers.

ResourceDie
This die is rolled after Building a Ranch, Farm, Mine, or Sawmill to determine the number of Resource Tokens that
are placed on top of the Building Token.

Resource Token
These Tokens signify the amount of Resources a Building Token has available for Processing. These tokens cannot be
stolen once in a Player’s inventory. Resource Tokens must be sold at the General Store for Bill Tokens. They can also
be Traded or Auctioned to your opponents.

Revolver Token (A Player cannot ownmore than one.)
This Token signifies ownership of a Revolver. A Revolver Token is required to perform the Hunt Action, participate in
a Shootout, or take a Potshot. This can be purchased from the General Store for $3. This Token can be sold to the
General Store for $1.

PlayerDie
This Die holds 5 symbols - Bottle, Bag, Hat, Boot, or Bandit. It is used during the “Play as the Bandit” phase of a
Player’s turn, or during a Gamble Action.

Pioneer - 1 Pioneer Point each
The symbolized (Bottle, Bag, Hat, or Boot) character pieces you start the gamewith - eight total per Player.

Pioneer Point Card
This card signifies a single Pioneer Point. This card can only be purchased from the Bank Tile for $50. It cannot be
sold back to the Bank Tile.

Potshot
A reactionary Action to attempt to kill another Player’s Pioneer using aMove Action through your Land Tile.Prayer
Deck
This deck is drawn fromwhen a Pray Action is made. These cards result in positive effects. These cards can only be
purchased from the Church Tile for $3. These cards cannot be sold back to the Church Tile.

ShootoutDecks
These two decks are used to simulate a Duel. The Attacker Shootout Deck, with one Hit Card, is given to the
aggressor Player. The Defender Shootout Deck, with twoHit Cards, is given to the aggressor’s targeted Player.



Sheriff
This character piece is placed on the Jail Tile at the beginning of the game. This character helps Players protect
their Pioneers whenHired.

Spread Syphilis
This effect can only be used by the Prostitution Diploma holder and does not use an Action. Once during this
Pioneer’s Player’s turn, use this as an Action. Choose another Player’s Pioneer. That Pioneer is unable to make a
second Action during their next turn.

TownCenter Tile
This Tile is placed at the center of the Playing Field. It contains the Bank, Saloon, General Store, Church, School,
Jail, and Blacksmith Tiles.

Tool Token (A Player cannot ownmore than 1 Tool of each type.)
These Tokens allow you to Process Resources. These Tokens can only be purchased from the Blacksmith Tile for $3.
These Tokens can be sold back to the Blacksmith Tile for $1.

● Tools are limited based on the number of Players.
○ 2-3 Players = 1 sets of Tools
○ 4 Players = 2 sets of Tools

The correct Tool Token is required to be owned by a Player before the corresponding Resource can be Processed
from a Building Token.

● Pickaxe - Allows for resources to be processed at aMine.
● Scythe - Allows for resources to be processed at a Farm.
● ChoppingAxe - Allows for resources to be processed at a Sawmill.
● Cleaver - Allows for resources to be processed at a Ranch.


